Hesketh Meadow Action Group
We would like to extend our acknowledgements and thanks to the following people or
groups who have helped in bringing this issue as far as we have:
Ms Rachel Watkin and her staff at Halliwells Solicitors, Liverpool
Especially Rachel, who went beyond our greatest expectations in her support and guidance in this matter

Irena Gillette
who was the first person to bring this matter to the attention of the residents

Stuart Johnston
who spent endless hours researching this matter and found the possible Village Green solution, and for
playing an active part on the Committee

Carolyn Doull and her soon-to-be husband, Nick
who worked long and hard all the way through but particularly at the beginning in presenting an endless
supply of questionnaires and the large A3 maps which were invaluable right through to the end

Eddie Thwaite
for the long hours spent reading mountains of documents, and all his local knowledge, contacts and advocate
duties

Max Atkins
for creating and maintaining the HMAG website and arranging press coverage

Graham Young
who provided another set of eyes and ears in the run up to the Public Inquiry

Liz and Chris Brown
for all their letters to the Council and local papers

All HMAG members
many of whom have attended meetings week in and week out; who helped deliver and collect all the papers
and flyers which the group has sent out and have donated money at every meeting

Lowton Labour Club, Denis plus all the staff
for their endless support in allowing us have the room week and week and never charging us; for their hard
work and support in helping us boost our funds from different events held here

The Shepherds Inn & The Robin Hood
who allowed us to their facilities until we outgrew them due to increasing support

Peter Franzen and Sandy Franzen
without whom we would have never had enough information or background to have even got this fight off the
ground

Donald Hodgkinson
for his support, endeavours and information

Unison Trade Union
at Wigan, for the £150 donation

National Union of Teachers (NUT)
at Wigan, for the £150 donation

Joe Taylor from the Wigan Heritage Network
for the £300 grant to HMAG; plus a private thanks to Joe for sharing all his knowledge, expertise and wisdom
regarding the NWCAN

To the residents and businesses of Lowton and Golborne
who filled in questionnaires, Witness Statements and sent in objections to Wigan Council; to everyone who
attended the Public Inquiry; for your continued generosity, support and financial donations

Ginger and friends
for providing support and £200+ donation at this year s Easter Egg Run

Jonathan Rutherford from the Guardian Newspaper
who sent us endless papers he had written and researched on the PFI schemes and what it meant to the man in
the street and your Council future

Lesley Richards, Brian Gomm and fellow journalists
who have allowed us to put across our side of the story

Lowton & Golborne
for giving us valuable local press coverage of what was really happening

Gillian Turner
for sharing her long family history with the group and all the lamina

Tony Kilbryde
for his Open Day at Pit Stop in Pocket Nook Lane which provided additional funds

Norman Parry
for the creation and printing of the old Lowton Maps which helped raise funds

Sally Walker and Amanda Young
for their hard work in providing the hamper and collecting all the other prizes at our events

Keith Fry
for his work as a Committee member and continued support

Susan Rigby
for all her hard work creating fantastic floral art for raffles and the Staff at Volex for buying all the tickets!

Andy Burnham, James Grundy, and Ed Houlton
who all voiced their concerns regarding problems around access to the site

To all the family members
who have helped from behind the main campaign

Wigan Council emplo
whose staff (eg Lynn Mappin) were kept working flat out dealing with the constant avalanche of e-mails,
letters, phone calls and face-to-face appointments that the various members of our group had for them over
the last 12 months. They are a real credit to the Council and also deserve our thanks in that they answered all

our questions so professionally, promptly and courteously, giving us the information we needed to support our
Village Green application

There have been so many of you who have helped in this campaign,
if we have missed you out please accept our sincerest apologies
and e-mail us to ensure that your name is added to the above list.
Jan Johnston,
Chairperson,
Hesketh Meadow Action Group
www.heskethmeadowactiongroup.co.uk

